Ensemble short-term rainfall-runoff prediction in urban river basin is presented. An ensemble rainfall prediction is built by perturbing initial condition of the extrapolation model. The five ensemble members are subsequently considered as uncertain input of the distributed hydrological model. GLUE method is used to calibrate the rainfall-runoff model and quantify the uncertainty. Four sensitive parameters of rainfall-runoff model are considered. The set of behavioral simulations develop an ensemble of flood prediction. This approach allows a cascading of uncertainty from rainfall prediction to the flood prediction. The methodology is demonstrated throughout case studies in Kofu urban river basin, Japan. Having demonstrated the plausible results, this approach could serve as a reliable and effective method for estimating the uncertainty range of short-term prediction of runoff dynamics for operational flood disaster prevention in urban area.
INTRODUCTION
The uncertainties in river discharges prediction by rainfall-runoff model arises due to randomness of nature, input and output data error, parameters, and model structure. Flash-flood event due to short intense rainfall over small urban basin is distinguished from other events types by the small time and spatial scales, and thus its prediction is subject to high uncertainty.
Parameter value uncertainty is assumed could partly compensate the data error and model structure uncertainty 1) . Still, it is difficult to make accurate prior estimates of optimal parameter values that result in a good model performance. The values required by the models seem to have weak association with basin physical condition 2) . Limited understanding of parameter relationship and inadequate information of basin physical condition to estimate the parameter may affect the accuracy.
Current researches have argued that the best simulation must be one resulted from one optimum parameter set. Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty (GLUE) is a Bayesian analysis for calibrating the model and quantifying the uncertainty 3) . It assumes that some different parameter sets can make acceptable simulations (equifinality). Some other approaches to quantify uncertainty include filtering, model averaging, and Bayesian approach. Despite advantage, these approaches require considerable understanding of mathematic and statistic 4) . GLUE is relatively simple and robust method for better treating parameter uncertainty, therefore it has been applied extensively by hydrologists 5, 6, 7) . The inherent uncertainties in the rainfall shortterm prediction may propagate into hydrological domains and can also be magnified by the coupling process. There is a cascade of uncertainty started with rainfall prediction and ended with rainfallrunoff prediction. In this study, uncertainty in the forecasting system is assessed over the ensemble rain prediction input by perturbing initial condition (IC) of radar echo extrapolation model 8) combined with runoff prediction uncertainty by GLUE.
Ensemble approach has been increasingly invoked by the hydrological forecasting system in the face of uncertainty 9, 10, 11, 12) . Yet, most of them are performed for medium to long-range forecasting, rather than short-term forecasting with lead time 1 to 3 hours. Though many studies have been addressed to quantify parameter uncertainty in the runoff modeling, few have included the precipitation input uncertainty simultaneously and its cascading 13, 14) . Especially for short-term prediction scheme, there are still only very limited numbers of studies concerning uncertainties cascading. In the scheme of medium-range prediction, research by Pappenberger et al. (2005) 2) provided an ensemble prediction by input from ECMWF along with GLUE approach.
This study is aimed to analyze the uncertainty in the flood short-term prediction system by uncertainty cascades from rainfall forecasts to the hydrologic prediction through physically distributed hydrological model. The calibration of hydrological model and quantification of its parametric uncertainty are conducted under GLUE framework. The analysis of system uncertainty is performed by developing ensemble that considers those two sources of uncertainties.
METHODOLOGY (1) Ensemble rainfall short-term prediction
The radar echo extrapolation model proposed by Shiiba et al. (1984) 15) , called translation model, identifies the dynamic of horizontal rainfall intensity distribution r(x,y,t) at time t as:
(1) where, m=∂x/∂t and n=∂y/∂t are advection vector, w the rainfall intensity growth/decay. m, n, w are:
(2a) (2b) (2c) c 1 -c 9 are obtained based on 2 or 3 previous observed radar-rainfall echo sheets prior to initial time.
An attempt to develop ensemble rainfall shortterm prediction with forcing Singular Vector (SV) method to translation model has been presented in Hapsari et al. (2011) 8) . SV searches the IC perturbation that, when added to a given basic state, will achieve maximum linear perturbation growth 16) . Accordingly, the distribution of forecasts can be approximated efficiently from finite several selected SVs. Several numbers of SVs have been the most probable diverged perturbations which are subjected to unnecessary generation of additional perturbation surrounded by them. Therefore, the model could serve simplicity of the ensemble prediction system, which is essential in the flash-flood warning context.
For any given basic model , adding a small perturbation y of state vector x gives:
where, ∂F/∂x=J(x) is the Jacobian of F, t 0 initial time, and t final time. The perturbation then can be written in an integral form: (4) L propagates initial perturbation obtained by computing the largest eigenvalues of F error matrix. IC of translation model that is going to be perturbed is advection vector. Once the optimized c 1 to c 9 parameters are found, the J can be written. SV perturbation amplitude is set to be equivalent with the estimated error of advection vector on a basis of comparison with observed rainfall echo.
(2) Basic formulation of GLUE
GLUE is classical non-formal Bayesian analysis based Monte Carlo method for model calibration and uncertainty analysis in hydrology 3) . to split behavioral and non-behavioral solutions that reflects degree of belief to which the simulation deviation from observation can be accepted. 4. Pick the behavioral solutions and create the cumulative distribution function of their likelihood values, called posteriors probability distribution. This distribution is used to derive the probability density function of the model output.
After that, the uncertainty intervals are defined, commonly given by 5% to 95% quantile.
(3) Ensemble runoff prediction by GLUE
The physically-based distributed hydrological model developed by Kojima et al. (2003) 17) and Tachikawa et al. (2004) 18) describes the surface and subsurface flows by 1-dimensional kinematic wave equations corresponding to stage-discharge relationship (Fig. 1) . The surface flow occurs if the water level is higher than total soil depth. The equations are solved by Lax-Wendroff scheme on every node. This model is capable of simulating both short-term and continuous events. Yet, Fig. 1 Relationship between water depth and discharge in hydrological model 18) . according to its hydrologic processes, the emphasis is placed on infiltration and surface runoff, and the objective is the evaluation of direct runoff. It denotes that this model is suited to estimate high flow of a single event in relatively short river.
There are some parameters in this model related to surface water, subsurface water, and routing process. The GLUE is performed with 4 sensitive parameters, i.e. physically defined parameters related to subsurface water consisted of total surface soil depth (D), porosity of effective soil layer (θ a ), and hydraulic conductivity of saturated layer (k a ), and surface water parameters consisted of roughness coefficient of land use (n). The bound of these parameters are estimated according to the previous literature 19) ( Table 1) . GLUE technique obviously requires continuous observed data for deriving the likelihood function. Through prior calibration of the hydrological model under the GLUE scheme using past historical data, the behavioral parameter sets could be obtained. Having made this point, these fix sets could be preset to be henceforth employed for generating the ensemble flood prediction of the future cases. The calibration is conducted by concurrent 2009 storm cases simultaneously using available past observed radar-rainfall and river discharge. The 2010 storm cases are taken for model validation independently. The model prediction uncertainty can be quantified in accordance with the predetermined fix parameter sets obtained from the calibration process.
The 10,000 parameter sets are randomly generated by using Latin-Hypercube sampling. As frequently used in the Bayesian statistical modeling in hydrology, the uniform distribution is assumed as the prior distributions. The Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) index is selected as likelihood measures as in many previous studies:
The rejection threshold is NSE of 0.75 considering that this value is commonly known as criteria of good simulation. Besides, the lesser threshold may give much more accepted sets of parameters which might not be feasible for real-time application.
(4) Ensemble rainfall-runoff prediction by uncertainty cascades
The predetermined parameter sets are applied on real-time scheme of the future prediction along with ensemble rainfall prediction from SV. The SV gives 5 outputs. These 5 different gridded rainfall data will form the boundary condition of rainfallrunoff model. The rainfall-runoff simulations with a large number of parameter sets as representation of the hydrological parameter uncertainty will form an ensemble flood prediction. The realization of the cascading for each forecast will be the combined ensemble of behavioral simulated runoff identified through GLUE fed with 5 rainfall ensemble members simultaneously (see Fig. 2 ).
(5) Study area
This study is conducted in urban river basin of Kofu City, Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan (Fig. 3) .
2 , passes through the center of the city and frequently causes inundation. This river is one the tributaries of Fuefuki River, the big river at Fujikawa River Basin. Two staff gauges are available for providing 10-minute water depth data series from June 2009.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (1) Ensemble rainfall prediction from SV
The target of short-term rainfall-runoff prediction presented in this research which can guarantee the good accuracy is 1 to 3 hours prediction in the future. The deterministic rainfall short-term prediction gives 1 predicted rainfall echo result. By SV method, the ensemble prediction is generated with the time frame as deterministic prediction. In total, there would be 5 ensemble members for each prediction case. From these results, the spaghetti plot of predicted hyetographs on the target basin could be drawn from 6 min after prediction initial time up to 3 hours later.
(2) Calibration and validation under GLUE Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 display the uncertainty band of discharge prediction at Nigori outlet at calibration and validation stage respectively. Along with the predicted hydrograph, the observed hydrograph and ensemble mean is presented. Three storm cases of each stage are given here. These lower and upper 95% entries give the confidence interval, which describes the amount of uncertainty associated with sample of parameters. With the NSE threshold of 0.75, 183 sets of parameters are found to be the behavioral ones. Most such models are sufficiently complex so that there may be many different sets of parameter within a given model structure that may be compatible with data available for calibration. The distribution of the posterior parameter may give some idea of model reliability. Fig. 6 gives the dotty plots of likelihood value against parameter values of the rainfall-runoff model. Regarding D and θ a , the identified values are well evenly dispersed across the whole prior spaces. However, the other two parameters i.e. n and k a show a specific pattern. It indicates that these two parameters may be more sensitive and constrained by the calibration process.
(3) Ensemble from uncertainty cascades
The next stage is the example of rainfall and runoff prediction simultaneously for one selected case, i.e. August 2, 2009 storm case at Nigori outlet. This case is predicted as though in real-time setting. Based on the past radar-echo observation sheets at 18.18 to 18.30 JST, the future rainfall is predicted. The initial time is 18.30 JST and the lead time is 3 hours in the future (from 18.30 to 21.30 JST). In this prediction, 5 ensemble rainfall predictions are obtained by translation model and SV (see Subchapter 3.1). Each rainfall prediction result is introduced to rainfall-runoff model employing the 183 fix parameter sets obtained previously (by using the scheme mentioned in the Sub-chapter 3.2).
The cascade realization incorporating 5 rainfall ensemble members with 183 fix parameter sets of hydrological model through rainfall-runoff model simultaneously yield 915 sets of simulated hydrograph. Fig. 7 shows the range of hydrograph at 95% confidence interval from 18.30 JST onwards.
(4) Ensemble reliability
The ensemble runoff reliability is basically summarized by the measure of the dispersion of ensemble in each event. In terms of plausibility of typical ensemble elements i.e. ensemble members, ensemble mean, and observation, the calibration and validation results show a proper ensemble. The Runoff (m3/s) Fig. 4 at validation stage.
Fig. 5 As
I_142 Fig. 6 Posterior parameter distribution. The grey shaded area is non-behavioral parameter sets.
proposed method gives a reliable prediction since the observed appears as a plausible member of the ensemble. As shown in the calibration process almost all observations are encompassed by the confidence bound, indicating the model reproduces somewhat comparable flood events to observations. Some indices are used to evaluate the performance quantitatively, i.e. NSEs of median and mean, coverage, and spread ( Table 2) . At calibration stage, the NSEs of ensemble median and mean are 0.88 and 0.87 respectively, meaning that the model gives a satisfactory performance. The coverage means the percentage of observation encompassed by 95% prediction interval, which could be the quantitative measure of the dispersion. The result shows little encapsulation of the observation, indicated by 42.0% coverage. The uncertainty intervals could be quantified by the average spread of 95% prediction interval. In the calibration stage, the uncertainty width is 1.13 m 3 /s. At validation stage, NSEs of median and mean show somewhat low performance (0.01 to 0.80). Yet, in terms of coverage, it gives an acceptable performance (27% to 56%). It makes sense as wider coverage means lower accuracy; consequently, NSE gives lower value. Generally, ensemble range accurately reflects the expected outcome.
The ensemble reliability of cascaded method is evaluated by the same manner. By evaluating Fig. 7 it can be seen that the ensemble band widely covers the observation. Yet, it is noted that the ensemble forecasting could not fully produce positive results, i ndi cated by l ar ge band. T hi s sit uat ion is understandable, since the cascaded ensemble is contributed by 5 different rainfall input from SV. In fact, those SV members span the most important possible perturbed forecast theoretically, from the member which has the highest perturbation growth to the lowest one. In the case that only control is introduced to the GLUE, the ensemble spread is not enough to cover the observation. Nevertheless, by checking the NSE and coverage, the performance can be regarded as reasonable. Most of the hydrological simulation researches consider that the NSE of 0.3 is the limit of acceptable simulation. The NSE of mean is 0.38. In this storm event simulation, the uncertainty width is 3.57 m 3 /s. Moreover, the spread of 3.57 m 3 /is still acceptable, compared to the maximum observed flood of 14.98 m 3 /s. Overall, the visual and quantitative evaluation indicates that the model can simulate the flood reasonably. Regardless the imperfect condition of this system, a further emphasize is put on its applicability. The model simulation with 183 sets of parameter obtained from calibration process is regarded being feasible for real-time application. Furthermore, as noted by Vrugt et al. (2008) 4) , all sources of error in hydrological modeling process have been approximated and reflected by likelihood weights of GLUE. In addition, two uncertainty sources are already considered together, from rainfall and hydrological model parameter.
Cloke and Pappenberger (2009) 9) suggested that GLUE tool is fit with the need of uncertainty analysis in flood forecasting system when the model has a short runtime and/or few parameters. However, according to Smith et al. (2008) 20) GLUE might not be fully appropriate for application in real-time forecasting scheme due to computationally restriction. Considering the uncertainty in both rainfall and hydrological parameter may also demand long computational time, which is unfortunate for flash-flood prediction. Notwithstanding, this constraint has been lessened by efficient estimation of rain prediction uncertainty by SV. Furthermore, by using relatively less complex hydrological model as used in this study, such restriction could be diminished. Obtaining fix predetermined parameter sets to be used in future prediction may solve this problem.
CONCLUSIONS
The framework for developing the ensemble short-term rainfall and runoff prediction system in urban river basin is presented. The ensemble is employed to assess the uncertainties on rainfall input and hydrologic parameter in the prediction system. Rainfall-runoff model parameter uncertainty is explicitly accounted for by GLUE method on a basis of comparison with observed responses. In an attempt to cascade the uncertainties, the previously analyzed ensemble rainfall prediction by SV is introduced into behavioral flood simulations of GLUE obtained from calibration process.
The quantitative verification shows reliability of probabilistic products ranges generated by uncertainty cascades with predetermined parameter sets. Most of all the observations are embraced by the confidence bound, indicating a well reproducibility of timing and variation of river discharge by the model. The presented framework provides a useful way for better quantifying the uncertainties in rainfall and runoff prediction as well as showing the potential of flooding in the real-time scheme. Introducing a more efficient technique in the forecasting models such as clustering technique 2) and model factors could be the solutions to overcome computational problem. The wide applicability of this scheme for flood disaster management with a goal of minimizing damages in the basin would be explored in the further study.
